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Abstract

Antibiotic resistance is a critical threat to human and animal health. Despite the importance of antibiotics, regulators continue to allow antibiotics to be used in low-value applications -- subtherapeutic dosing in animals, and spraying tobacco plants for blue mold, for example -- where the benefits are unlikely to outweigh the costs in terms of increased resistance. We explore the application of a user fee in non-human uses of antibiotics. Such a fee would efficiently deter low value uses while also providing funding to support the development of the urgently needed new antibiotics.
Introduction

Alexander Fleming’s discovery of penicillin in 1928 is regarded as one of the greatest achievements in therapeutic medicine. Antibiotics have improved control of infectious disease, and made surgeries and other treatments much safer and more effective. 258 million courses of antibiotics were prescribed in the US in 2010 [1]. Antibiotics are also central to modern high-density agricultural operations. And yet all the benefits could be easily lost in what critics are calling an antibiotic “apocalypse.”

Just as Fleming warned, injudicious use of antibiotics has led to an antimicrobial resistance crisis in which standard treatments are ineffective and infections persist, prolonging illness and increasing risk of death. WHO Director General Dr. Margaret Chan warns that resistance could end modern medicine as we know it [2]. Antibiotic resistance is also creating a substantial economic burden currently estimated as a $35 billion increase in the US hospital bill.[3] The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that more than two million Americans are sickened annually with drug resistant infections, and at least 23,000 die as a result. [4] The World Health Organization reports that there were roughly 450,000 new cases of multi-drug resistant tuberculosis in 2012, with mortality of approximately 170,000. [5]

The resistance crisis is leading to calls for a ban on certain non-human uses of antibiotics, including as animal growth promoters (AGPs), following European countries. The US FDA has gradually imposed stiffer controls on AGPs but there remains considerable flexibility for subtherapeutic dosing with antibiotics for prophylaxis and metaphylaxis under veterinary oversight. Indeed, after Denmark banned the unprescribed used of
antibiotics as AGPs in 1999, the use of prescribed antimicrobials more than doubled, which compensated for most of the reduction in AGPs [6]. In this paper, we explore user fees as an alternative or complementary policy designed to slow the development of resistance, support funding for new antibiotics, and minimize costs for farmers.

Antimicrobial resistance can be framed as an ecological challenge; selection pressure favors antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Though resistance is a natural phenomenon, it is hastened by a number of controllable factors. Over-prescription, aggressive promotion by pharmaceutical companies, underinvestment in infection control, non-compliance by patients, and weak hospital management practices all contribute to diminishing efficacy of our existing antibiotic resource.

Aggravating the resistance problem is a decline in new drug development. New antibiotics are typically reserved for patients with resistance, limiting the sales volume and hence profits. As a result, only five large multinational companies remain in this field [7] and no new classes of antibiotics have been developed since 1987 [7]. Thus, we urgently need both new mechanisms to support R&D in antibiotics and policies to preserve existing antibiotics.

Non-human use of antibiotics (NHUA) is a troubling contributor to antimicrobial resistance. Almost 14 million kg of antibiotics were fed to animals in the US in 2011, comprising 80% of the total.[9] In fact, many of the antibiotics used to treat humans are also used for growth promotion and infection control in raising livestock, aquaculture and for companion animals. These include macrolides, streptogramins, aminoglycosides and tetracyclines, all classified as being of high importance for treating life-threatening human health conditions.[10]
According to a growing body of scientific evidence a direct link can be demonstrated between antimicrobial resistance in livestock and in humans [11, 12]. A recent study found that 36.6% of industrial livestock workers carried biomarkers associated with methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA), compared with 19% of workers at antibiotic-free farms [13]. Furthermore, almost 50% of industrial livestock workers had bacteria resistant to tetracycline compared with 2.4% of workers working with antibiotic-free livestock [13]. Collignon et al estimate that cephalosporin use in poultry contributed to over 1500 deaths of people in Europe in 2007 [14]. The frequency of resistance isolates across European countries tended to be at approximately the same levels in animals and food as in people in each country, suggesting that resistant organisms are being transmitted from people to animals, or from animals to food and people [15]. A particularly interesting study in Quebec, Canada explored the effect of a temporary halt in chicken hatcheries’ extra-label use of ceftiofur *in ovo*. Resistance to this important antibiotic fell rapidly not only in chickens, but also in human isolates [16].

Aside from the effect on human health, resistance is also a problem in agriculture, as farmers are increasingly facing resistant strains of bacteria in their farming operations, and are forced to use more costly or less effective antibiotics. Development of policies to limit the development of resistance is therefore of great economic and human significance.

**Methods**

We first conduct a literature review, surveying the current data and reports on non-human uses of antibiotics. Second, we compare potential policies for limiting non-human uses of antibiotics, focusing on regulatory solutions (bans of various types of applications) and a market-based solution (a user fee). We employ an economics lens to compare aspects
of the different policies, such as cost, efficiency, equity and enforceability. Third, we illustrate how to determine the level of user fees required to generate a given total annual revenue. Our methodology for this exercise is to calculate the required fee given a range of demand elasticities, using data on 2012 NHUA in the United States. Further description is given below.

Non-human uses of antibiotics

Agriculture

The use of antibiotics in agriculture dates back to the 1940s when farming practices transitioned to factory farms with thousands of animals in confinement. The new practices and technology increased productivity and profits, enabling the US to become the world’s largest beef producer. This success would not have been possible without antibiotics to combat disease arising from cramped living quarters, poor ventilation and sanitation [17].

Antibiotic use in agriculture can be categorized under four main purposes: therapeutic use, prophylactic use for disease prevention, metaphylactic use for infection control, and as animal growth promoters (AGPs). The latter three purposes constitute subtherapeutic use: low level doses primarily used for infection prevention or changing digestive processes but insufficient to kill bacterial infections [17]. It is estimated that 80-90% of agricultural antibiotics are used sub-therapeutically for greater weight gain and lower mortality [18]. Subtherapeutic antibiotics are most commonly administered in feed. This mass medication not only prevents disease, facilitating intensive farm operations, but also has an effect on digestive efficiency, increasing weight gain [17]. The Centers for
Disease Control has recommended that the use of antibiotics as AGPs should be phased out [4], but other subtherapeutic uses continue to be permissible.

**Aquaculture**

Antibiotics in aquaculture are primarily used for infection control and increased productivity and are administered through medicated feeds. FDA-approved drugs include sulfadimethoxine, ormetoprim, and oxytetracycline to control for disease in salmonids and catfish and even lobsters. Total US aquaculture industry use is roughly between 100,000 and 200,000 kgs [19].

As much as 80% of these antibiotics are released into the aquatic environment as fecal and urinary excretion [20]. This leads to a buildup of antibiotics in aquatic systems, a high presence of drug residues in fish products, and ultimately, increased antimicrobial resistance. 74-100% of wild fish in close proximity to treated ponds contain quinolone residues.

Cabello et al conclude that available evidence “strongly suggests” that aquaculture is an important source for the passage of a large amount of antimicrobials into the environment, where they select for resistant bacteria [21]. Furthermore, there is evidence of substantial transfer of bacteria from marine to terrestrial environments.

**Companion Animals**

Companion animals represent a disproportionate share of NHUA. According to the DANMAP, although the pet and cat population is only two-thirds the size of the livestock population in Denmark, it consumes 6 times as many animal daily doses [22]. Companion animals consumed 45% of the total weight of fluoroquinolones and 55% of cephalosporins used in animals in Denmark in 2003 [22]. While national monitoring programs of
antimicrobial resistance exclude companion animals, US consumption is likely proportional to Denmark.

In the US, more than 50% of dogs surveyed received an antimicrobial of critical importance to human medicine in the previous year [23]. While few studies have been done, households pets are recognised as a source of human infection with multidrug resistant *S. Typhimurium* and campylobacteriosis among young children [24]. Cases of MRSA transmission have been reported between animals and pet owners and veterinarians in Canada, the UK and in Ireland [24]. The transmission of resistance is aggravated by the rapid increase in use of critical classes of antibiotics to treat enteric cases in companion animals [25]. These include third and fourth generation cephalosporins, nitroimidazoles and penicillin B-lactam inhibitors.

**Other**

Antibiotics have many other applications. Nystatin is used to prevent spread of mold on objects, including works of art [26]. Tetracycline is a component of “Compound-X Antifouling Paint Additive” to be added to marine paint to inhibit the growth of algae and barnacles on ships’ hulls. [27] Oxytetracycline is used prophylactically to control the contamination of plant tissue and as a topical therapeutic treatment of bacterial disease in fruit trees with about 10,000 to 20,000 kgs used annually [28], but resistance has developed to streptomycin in erwinia amylovora, the causal agent of Fire Blight [29].

In what must be one of greatest ironies of public health, streptomycin is even “labeled” for use on tobacco plants, and helps to improve productivity in that industry.\(^1\)

The range of values in different uses

Antibiotics have widely varying associated benefits and costs in different uses. It is clear that subtherapeutic use in animals typically has a much lower value than therapeutic use in animals or people. Roughly 10m kgs of antibiotics are used as AGPs annually in the US. Since banning AGPs would cost up to $2.5 billion annually, as reported by the National Research Council, the net value of antibiotics as AGPs averages roughly $250/kg. In comparison, a kilogram of ceftiofur or cefquinome used therapeutically could treat 300 full-size cattle for respiratory disease. At $1000 per head, this implies a value of approximately $300,000/kg of antibiotic. The value of antibiotics in treating humans is even higher, assuming we assign a value exceeding $1000 per head.

The extreme variation in values suggests that, if anything, the focus should be on preserving the effectiveness of antibiotics for the high-value uses. At present, however, countries permit a wide variety of uses, without much consideration of protecting applications that have higher value from resistance created by low-value uses.

Policy Alternatives

Many alternatives have been proposed to promote more judicious conservation practices, including restricting uses. For example, the FDA banned fluoroquinolones for poultry in 2005. The EU has banned AGPs, following the lead of some countries. In 2012 the FDA issued new regulations requiring food animal producers to voluntarily phase out the use of antibiotics for growth promotion or feed efficiency and then in 2013 asked drug companies to remove growth promotion from the list of approved uses on product labels [30,31]. Initial steps to phase in veterinary oversight for animal drug products were also
laid out. Even if voluntary compliance is effective, we can still expect very substantial volumes of antibiotics to be used for a variety of non-human uses.

We explore, in the following sections, the possibilities of imposing a ban on certain non-human uses of antibiotics, and compare this with the option of a user fee.

**Option 1: A Ban**

A ban could be applied to the use of antibiotics as AGPs, or more broadly to all subtherapeutic uses, or to all uses not under the supervision of a veterinarian. The latter would allow scope for widespread use of antibiotics, including as AGPs.

In Sweden, which enacted a ban on AGPs in 1986, sales of antibiotics for animals fell by 30 tons from 1986-2009 [32]. In Denmark a ban of avoparcin and virginiamycin decreased antimicrobial consumption by 51\% in swine, and 90\% in poultry [32]. Evidence from Denmark, the Netherlands, and the UK shows that the decline in antibiotic usage slowed the development of resistance across a range of bacteria and resistance profiles [32, 33]. The question of whether the ban translates into lower resistance for humans is more difficult to answer. Some studies indicate that the termination of AGPs in Denmark led to a decline in the prevalence of streptogramin resistance among *E. faecium* in humans, while others suggest an increase in resistance among *E. faecalis* to erythromycin due to increased therapeutic use of tylosin following the ban [33]. The principal public health goal to reduce resistance in the food animal reservoir, however, was achieved.

There are, however, many objections to the implementation of a selective ban on NHUA. First, a ban might not be as effective as hoped. In the Netherlands, therapeutic drug use increased following the AGP ban, leaving total antibiotic use at least temporarily unchanged [32]. The challenge is that many antibiotics are used for therapeutic purposes
and growth promotion simultaneously. For example, the FDA lists the following “indications for use” of erythromycin in chicken feed: “as an aid in the prevention and reduction of lesions and in lowering severity of chronic respiratory disease; growth promotion and feed efficiency; improving pigmentation.” It may be impossible to determine whether a given product was used to reduce lesions or to improve pigmentation. Given the range of uses, it is difficult to draw a clean line between prophylactic and non-therapeutic uses. A ban on AGPs only would fail to stop all low value uses.

Second, a ban would be costly. The Swedish and Danish AGP bans resulted in increased mortality rates, decreased feed efficiency, increased weaning periods, and decline in piglets per sow [34]. A ban would require increased investment in infection control, hygiene management practices and veterinary aid to treat sick animals that would have remained healthy under subtherapeutic antibiotics. Evidence from the Netherlands, Denmark and the UK all suggest that use of certain classes of therapeutic antibiotics actually increased following the ban of AGPs [32], suggesting increased costs for therapeutic treatment.

In the US, banning AGPs was predicted to increase production costs by an estimated $1.2-2.5 billion per year [35]. Other studies are summarized in Table 1. A more comprehensive ban of all subtherapeutic use would increase production costs much more.

---

Table 1: Estimated Cost of Total Subtherapeutic Ban to Consumers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Total National Extra Cost (dollars per year)</th>
<th>Industry Affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hayes et al. (2001) [36]</td>
<td>$748 million</td>
<td>Pork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDA (1978) [37]</td>
<td>$1.24 billion</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Research Council (1999) [35]</td>
<td>$1.2 billion (with substitutes) $2.5 billion (no substitutes)</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brorsen et al. (2002) [38]</td>
<td>$586 million</td>
<td>Poultry and Pork</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Third, the choice of what to ban is not straightforward. Apart from growth promotion, prophylactic and metaphylactic use for disease, off-label drug use is common, since few animal-specific drugs have been approved for minor species [35]. Furthermore, on farms without diagnostic capabilities, undiagnosed therapeutic use of antibiotics is both useful and prevalent [39], and there is a shortage of veterinarians to diagnose and prescribe all needed antibiotics.

Option 2: User fees for NHUA

Since existing antibiotics are a finite resource that are used up through the development of resistance, a charge for their use is properly described as a user fee. This would be comparable to other fees for depleting scarce resources, such as royalties for oil and gas production or stumpage for logging. These fees recognize that the user is taking something of value. Similarly, a NHUA user fee would be a payment for using up the potency of the drug. At present, the price for draining this invaluable public resource is zero, and this is certain to lead to over-consumption.
A user fee would deter low-value usage of antibiotics. Like a ban, this would likely result in reduced resistance because of decreased selective pressure. The higher the fee, the greater the reduction in use. There would be corresponding benefits for human and animal health.

**Comparing a ban and user fees**

The user fee has several advantages over a ban [40]. First, a ban on select uses of antibiotics would require monitoring and enforcement to be effective. This would be costly, but failure to monitor would create advantages for unscrupulous businesses that claimed a therapeutic purpose while benefiting from growth promotion. With millions of individuals and firms using antibiotics in non-human applications, monitoring and enforcement of a ban at the individual level are likely to be costly. User fees, in contrast are relatively easy to enforce and administer, since they can be imposed at the manufacturing or importing stage. This is an important advantage of user fees [41].

Second, user fees can efficiently target all low value uses, regardless of the description of the activity. Some producers may substitute away from antibiotics to vaccinations or improved animal management practices due to higher prices, while others without good substitutes may continue antibiotic use. Providing farmers and veterinarians with the option to decide whether antibiotics confer enough benefits to make it worth the increased price, rather than relying on the intrusive, indiscriminate hand of government leads to a more efficient outcome, in the sense that it can achieve a similar reduction in resistance at lower total cost. For a more general exposition of this point, see [42]. The US tradeable emissions market in SO2 allowances was an efficient policy response because it took
account of the varying abatement costs of different producers; one would expect the same
type of results from a user fee on NHUA. [43]

Third, the user fee promises a more equitable option since all users make a
contribution proportional to the volume of antibiotics they use. In comparison, a ban is
only costly to firms that are forced to stop using antibiotics in the banned uses, while other
firms, which continue to use antibiotics in permitted applications and thus contribute to
resistance, are not penalized at all. This is a subtle violation of the “polluter pays” principle
[44].

Fourth, ideally, user fees would generate revenues that could be used to support basic
research into antimicrobials or to fund reward systems encouraging both development and
improved use of antimicrobials. A reward system that recognized the value of new
antimicrobials, while also protecting them from overuse, would, we think, generate the
greatest benefits. Examples of this kind of reward system are described in [45,46].

International replicability is the fifth advantage of the user fee over the ban given the
global nature of resistance. Governments would be motivated to collect revenues in the
case of a fee; in contrast, a ban disadvantages local producers while providing no revenues
to government. Thus, a user fee could be incorporated in a treaty and would be more likely
to be enforced.

Sixth, a user fee would create lower costs for agriculture than a ban, if set
appropriately. To assess the costs, however, we first need to propose a given level of fee.
We discuss this point below.
Results: Setting a user fee

Ideally, a user fee would be based on the marginal impact of use on the cost created by resistance, which is effectively unquantifiable. One plausible alternative is to set the user fee so that it supports the development of replacement antibiotics. Credible estimates of the development cost of new drugs range from $500m to over $1.5bn per new approved drug [47]. Antibiotics may differ systematically in their cost of development. We have calculated a user fee for US NHUA that would raise $500m annually, which would make a significant contribution towards paying for research into or rewards for new antibiotics, as well as supporting stewardship programs. Our methodology for this exercise is to calculate the required fee given a range of demand elasticities, using data on 2012 NHUA in the United States.

The usage and wholesale pricing of antibiotics used commonly for animals (but not crops) are presented in Table 2. The reported Defined Daily Doses (DDDs), which indicate a standard usage amount per day, are for humans. We calculate a rough measure of the total US expenditure on NHUA: notably, expenditure does not reflect formulation costs or veterinary costs. Formulated antibiotics for therapeutic use would typically be approximately ten to twenty times as expensive as the prices shown here.

Table 2: Total Antimicrobial Consumption by Class in the US

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antimicrobial Class</th>
<th>Animal Use (Kg)</th>
<th>Human Use (Kg)</th>
<th>Total Use (Kg)</th>
<th>Average DDD (g)</th>
<th>Total Animal Usage (DDD)</th>
<th>Price ($/kg)</th>
<th>Animal Expenditures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aminoglycoside</td>
<td>214,895</td>
<td>6,485</td>
<td>221,380</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>358,457,048</td>
<td>$28.5</td>
<td>6,124,507.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephalosporins</td>
<td>26,611</td>
<td>496,910</td>
<td>523,521</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>9,606,859</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>1,995,825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionophores**</td>
<td>4,123,259</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>4,123,259</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2,644,227,099</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>123,697,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial Class</td>
<td>Total DDD</td>
<td>Total DDD/1000</td>
<td>Average DDD (g)</td>
<td>DDD cost</td>
<td>Average cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrolides</td>
<td>582,836</td>
<td>164,028</td>
<td>746,864</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td>$32,055,980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincosamides</td>
<td>190,101</td>
<td>71,455</td>
<td>261,556</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$9,505,050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penicillins</td>
<td>880,163</td>
<td>1,460,421</td>
<td>2,340,584</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$26,404,890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfas</td>
<td>371,020</td>
<td>481,664</td>
<td>852,684</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>$33</td>
<td>$12,243,660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetracyclines</td>
<td>5,642,573</td>
<td>113,832</td>
<td>5,756,405</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$28</td>
<td>$157,992,044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not independently reported*,**</td>
<td>1,510,572</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>1,510,572</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$45,317,160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td>13,542,030</td>
<td>3,289,175</td>
<td>16,831,205</td>
<td>10,711,843,388</td>
<td>$246,321,956.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Data on quantities from [9,48]. Data on prices are drawn from a search of prices offered on Alibaba in August 2013. DDDs are taken from the WHO ATC/DDD Index 2013 and averaged by class. *Includes aminocoumarins, amphenicols, diaminopyrimidines, fluoroquinolones, glycolipids, pleuromutilins, polypeptides, quinoxalines, and streptogramins. **The DDD is the average of other commonly used antibiotics.

Given the information in table 2, a simple simulation enables us to estimate the user fee per DDD required to raise a given revenue, the impact on food production costs, and the decrease in antibiotics consumed. The key parameter is the elasticity of demand for NHUA, \( \varepsilon \). We assume that \( \varepsilon = -0.1 \) or \( \varepsilon = -0.5 \) as limiting cases.\(^3\) An elasticity of -0.1 implies that producers do not significantly reduce antibiotic consumption even with a substantial increase in prices, which we think is realistic given the low prices of antibiotics compared to their value to producers. As shown in Table 3, a fee between $0.0525-$0.114 per DDD equivalent is needed to raise $500 million per year.\(^4\)

Table 3: Estimated User Fee and Associated Impacts

---

\(^3\) Assume a demand function for antibiotics given by \( q = Kp^\varepsilon \), where \( \varepsilon < 0 \) represents elasticity and \( K \) is an unknown scalar. Demand for antibiotics in agricultural production is assumed to be based on the cost savings it delivers. We solve for \( K \) at current prices and quantities with the assumed value of \( a \) and then solve for the user fee that raises $500m.

\(^4\) To determine the fee per kg, multiply the fee per DDD by 1000 and divided by the average DDD in grams.
The elasticity assumption is critical. If the elasticity is -0.1, the reduction in use of antibiotics is relatively small. The user fee is then low, since there are more units sold. The incremental cost in terms of food production consists of two elements: there is $500m in additional costs created by the higher prices of antibiotics because of the user fee; and another $24m that arises from higher costs for producers because of reduced use of antibiotics. If the $500m raised by the user fee ultimately supports the development of new antibiotics, the current “cost” to agricultural production is offset by future reductions in cost because of future availability of effective antibiotics. With higher elasticity, there is a much larger reduction in antibiotic use, so the user fee needs to be higher to raise the same revenues. The impact on costs is greater because of a greater reduction in consumption of antibiotics.

**Discussion**

How does the user fee compare with a ban on AGPs? As we discussed above, an AGP ban is expected to increase costs of production by roughly $2.5bn without substitution; with substitution and adjustment, the net cost is expected to be approximately $1.2bn. This is substantially above the expected cost of a user fee; and of course, a ban would not
generate any funding for antimicrobial R&D. Depending on how it was implemented, a ban could result in a greater decrease in NHUA, but there would be real productivity costs. And it is unclear that a ban in the US would be accompanied by bans in other countries that use substantial volumes of antibiotics in non-human uses. A user fee is a more flexible instrument, which could be raised or lowered as needed. A user fee could also be set to increase automatically, giving producers time to adjust. Even if a ban on AGPs were effective, it would not address the substantial NHUA for other purposes, while a user fee could apply to all NHUA.

A substantial part of NHUA is in the ionophore class, which is little used in humans. It is therefore hard to make a cogent case for banning ionophores as AGPs, but a user fee still makes sense. Like other antibiotics, ionophores are subject to the development of resistance [49], and like other antibiotics, they have high-value and low-value uses. For example, monensin is used both as an AGP and to prevent the parasitic disease coccidiosis. A user fee would help to protect the high value uses from increased resistance, while also raising funds to support further research into antibiotics. Some ionophores -- such as nystatin -- are also extensively used in humans, and protecting these products is of value.

We have proposed a user fee only on non-human uses of antibiotics. Should fees also be imposed on human antibiotic consumption, given the more direct link between human overconsumption and resistance? The presence of health insurance complicates this question, as consumers would not feel the price increase and the impact on use would be negligible. A user fee applied to human use would also likely be less likely to be applied in other countries. Thus, we believe that it would be most practical to apply a user fee only to non-human uses.
Antimicrobial resistance is a complex phenomenon and while non-human use of antibiotics is not the sole source of resistance, it is likely to be a meaningful contributor. In this paper we have catalogued the varied non-human uses of antibiotics and their differing economic values. In comparing the policy options of a ban and a user fee, we conclude a user fee on non-human use is the preferred policy option that would help to achieve an “integrated” strategy to conserve existing antibiotics while promoting the development of new ones [50]. A user fee could also be a useful complementary tool even if a ban is applied to the use of antibiotics for growth promotion. Finally, we calculate a fee between $0.0525-$0.114 per DDD equivalent is needed to raise $500 million per year, a credible estimate of the development cost of new drugs.
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